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Reading One Stop, stops at SEC
South East Coachworks secured the contract for the Reading One Stop Bus last month. This will be the eighth SOS
conversion carried out by SEC, so we’ve had our fair share of experience. We collected the bus from Reading Borough
Council earlier in October and we set straight to work on stripping the interior. The bus has a very strict specification and
all materials must comply with the regulations set for medical use as well as compliment the colour schemes. The bus is
to include table and seat areas, TV’s, sinks, fridges, two treatment booths complete with treatment chairs and a bathroom
to name a few. Watch this space for the completed bus!

This bus conversion is child’s play!
Working on Wheels came to us with their Play, Talk, Read
bus for a refurbishment of both the interior & exterior. The
new bus will feature extra storage space, new flooring on
both upper and lower deck areas and wall carpets will be
replaced with a funky glitter vinyl. As well as this, our
signage department will be applying new vinyl graphics to
the exterior for a brighter, modern look. With mojo
restored, this revamped new bus will be back out on the
streets shortly.

SEC pulls the strings for Athena Puppets
South East Coachworks collected Ms Athena Vassilakis’
Routemaster bus from her home in East London and bought
it back to the workshop where firstly a full mechanical check
took place. The trimming department at SEC transformed
the old seats into something a bit more exciting with a
variety of vinyl and promptly re-upholstered the seats
throughout the upper and lower deck. Athena is delighted
with their shiny new bus.
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